
4 ROUND CARPETS TO FALL IN LOVE 

 Sometimes, a regular rug is not the right option. If you want the space to look bigger or 

highlight curved objects, you may need a round rug. At Ferreira de Sá, all products show 

personality and dynamism, offering endless possibilities for combining contemporary lines, 

gradients and textures. 

 

Tips for choosing round carpets 

 

1. If you want to highlight other round objects  

Round objects are usually unique and fascinating and must also be combined with 

round rugs. This choice will make the environment cohesive, highlighting the curves of the 

objects. 

 

2. If you want to create a distinct zone 

If your project has a wide architecture and you want to include a separate functional 

space, the use of a round rug helps to define this space. Keep in mind that the chosen carpet 

must cover all the main pieces of this space. 

 

 

3. If you want to show the idea of the grandeur of space  

If your project lacks space, using a round rug can help. The circular carpet makes the 

furniture appear ventilated, preventing the environment from appearing to be overloaded 

with furniture. A round rug also creates a focal point on the floor, making it easier to distract 

from the limited space. 

 

4. In environments where rectangular rugs do not work 

On occasion, due to the size and placement of other pieces of furniture or structural 

impediments, rectangular and square rugs will simply not work. 



In these cases, the round rugs fit perfectly into your space since their curved shape can 

take up less space and allow many of these challenges to go unnoticed. 

 

OUR SUGGESTIONS 

Our design team has developed a very special selection of round rugs for you. Remember that 

at Ferreira de Sá we produce to measure and each piece is designed and created according to 

the request and desire of each client, thus allowing the creative designs available in our 

catalogs to be changed in color, shape, material and size. 

 

 

LICORE 

Composition: Botanical Silk 

Size (Cm): 220 Diam 

Pile Height (Mm): Cut 12 Approx 

Quality: Hand-Tufted 

* Other Colours, Sizes, Materials And Shapes Upon Request. 

 

https://ferreiradesa.pt/productdet.php?o=c&c=&t=ht&i=493


 

WATERFALL 

Composition: Mohair And Botanical Silk 

Size (Cm): 200 Diam 

Pile Height (Mm): Cut 12 Approx 

Quality: Hand-Tufted 

* Other Colours, Sizes, Materials And Shapes Upon Request. 

 

 

GINGER  

Composition: Mohair And Botanical Silk 

Size (Cm): 200 Diam 

Pile Height (Mm): Cut 12 Approx 

Quality: Hand-Tufted 

* Other Colours, Sizes, Materials And Shapes Upon Request. 

https://ferreiradesa.pt/productdet.php?o=c&c=&t=ht&i=494
https://ferreiradesa.pt/productdet.php?o=c&c=&t=ht&i=425


 

ROCKTAIL 

Composition: Bamboo 

Size (Cm): 480x225 

Pile Height (Mm): 12 - 22 Approx 

Quality: Hand-Tufted 

* Other Colours, Sizes, Materials And Shapes Upon Request. 

 

FOLLOW OUR INSPIRATIONS 

Every day we publish new content for inspiration. From projects already carried out to special 

product selections. Our team offers the best support in the design of your projects. 

 

 

Follow our inspirations 

https://www.instagram.com/ferreiradesarugs/
https://ferreiradesa.pt/productdet.php?o=c&c=&t=ht&i=267

